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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Fyfe was engaged by Renewal SA to undertake a stormwater assessment of the Aldinga Structure Plan
located on the north-western side of the intersection between Main South Road and Aldinga Beach Road.
Council has stipulated the outflow rates from the site after the development (post-development scenario)
shall not exceed the pre-development conditions. The flow rates shall be restricted to both 0.2 Exceedances
per Year (EY) and 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) storm. Fyfe undertook hydrological assessment for
the pre-development and post-development scenarios to determine the respective flow rates under a range
of design storm events. Management of the on-site runoff is required to restrict the post-development flow
rates to the pre-development conditions. Table i. shows the total runoff volume that will need to be managed
when the critical 1% AEP event hits.
Table i

Storage volume

Sub-catchment

Total storage volume (m3)
required

P1 and P2

23,000

There are many ways of meeting Council expectations in terms of post-development outflows. The preferred
stormwater management is through small basins placed strategically to maximise efficiency .and landscape
amenity rather than one single large detention area. The basins have not been located and sized as part of
this scope of works as there is currently no detailed layout plan of the future development. It is anticipated
that a stormwater management layout could be designed during the land division phase where such basins
compliment the development outcome being sought. Along with a chain of smaller basins, the report also
presents other options of managing on site stormwater runoff, such as a detention basin system, and a
combination of WSUD and rainwater tanks.
Future school site
The Consultant for the future school site on the southern side of Quinliven Road has indicated that the site
will have its own stormwater management plan. Post-development flows will be throttled back to the predevelopment levels for the 0.2 EY and 1% AEP before releasing out from the site. EPA and Council water
quality requirements will also be achieved prior to discharging into the external drainage system (site
drainage system).
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Proposed internal stormwater drainage Strategy:
Flood flows are to be controlled to minimise inconvenience to traffic and pedestrian. The internal
underground drainage network shall convey 0.2 EY flowrate for roads (minor system). The 1% AEP storm is to
be managed within safe flood width and depth limitations through the road network (major system). In
locations where no defined overland flowpath exists, the primary underground drainage network shall
convey a 1% AEP flowrate.
Water quality
Principles of water sensitive urban design (WSUD) are proposed to ensure that the runoff generated by the
proposed development is treated within the site before discharging into the existing Council drainage
network. The adoption of WSUD principles will improve amenity while also providing environmental
enhancement. The installation of WSUD devices such as rain gardens, road side bio-retention systems,
sedimentation basins, swales should be considered in the development of open space areas in order for the
proposed development to enhance the amenity for the local community.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The aim of this report is to undertake a stormwater assessment of the Renewal SA site located on the northwestern side of the intersection between Main South Road and Aldinga Beach Road. The stormwater
assessment includes the following:


Investigate the pre-development scenario stormwater outflows from the site under a range of design
storm events;



Investigate any capacity constraints/ discharge restrictions within the existing stormwater disposal
network to support the Structure Plan area and determine the required storage volume to achieve the
restricted flowrates after the development. This also includes the management of post-development
runoff from the site;



Investigate the potential to use land within the Structure Plan area for stormwater management,
including Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) principles.

1.2

Subject Site

The subject site covers a total area of approximately 82.51 hectares of farm land on the north-western side of
the intersection of Main South Road and Aldinga Beach Road (Figure 1.1). A 26 metre wide SAPN easement
runs from the west to the east. The site naturally drains towards the south-western corner and discharges
into the existing How Road basin. The basin is located on the south-western side of the How Road/Aldinga
Beach Road intersection. The inlet to the basin is via a (1200W x 750D) RCBC and a swale. The basin
discharges into a smaller basin downstream and into a swale. The swale is in an easement and not within
Council owned property. The swale does not have adequate capacity to convey the outflow rates from the
basins. Council mentioned that there is no land available for any extension to increase the conveyance
capacity of the swale. The How Road basin is also at capacity and cannot accept any addition flows from the
site.

1.2.1

Land division

There are likely to be a number of separate land divisions that will not require open space provision. The
preliminary analysis as follow:






School
Private school expansion
Road widening (30 m Main South Road)
Road widening (13.5 m Aldinga Beach Road)
Road widening (5 m How Road)
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Remaining Land (including open space)

62.0 ha

The future school site as required by the Department of Education is on the southern side of Quinliven Road.
The site covers a total area of 14 hectares. The concept design of the school site was undertaken by Aurecon,
however the concept plan was not made available to Fyfe for the purpose of the Study and therefore the
hydrological modelling for the catchment has been proceeded based on the meeting with the Aurecon
engineer on 7 February 2019. Aurecon confirmed that the school site will have its own stormwater
management plan. Post-development flows will be throttled back to the pre-development levels for the 0.2
EY and 1% AEP before releasing out from the site. EPA and Council water quality requirements will also be
achieved prior to discharging into the external drainage system.

1.3

Legal Points of Discharge

The legal point of the discharge is proposed based on the natural topography of the site.

1.3.1

Site on the southern side of Quinliven Road

The proposed stormwater drainage outlet system is to be extended to a large existing junction box located on
the south-eastern corner of the intersection between How Road and Aldinga Beach Road. The outlet from the
junction box is a (1200W x 750D) RCBC which drains into the How Road basin.
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Figure 1.1

1.4

Site Location

Flood Hazard

Whilst floodplain mapping of the subject site is not available, it is not expected that the development would
be subject to flood hazard as it is located in naturally higher terrain.
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1.5

Design Basis

The stormwater management strategy for the site, as outlined in this document has been developed using
guidelines contained in the following documents:







Australian Rainfall and Runoff 2016
Stormwater Management Design Guide, City of Onkaparinga
Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM) 2013
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) Stormwater Design DD300
Using MUSIC in Sydney’s Drinking Water Catchment, A Sydney Catchment Authority Standard
Water sensitive urban design-creating more liveable and water sensitive cities in South Australia.
More specifically, the stormwater management plan has been prepared with consideration of the
requirements provided by the City of Onkaparinga.

1.6

Council Requirements and Service Standard

Council requirements for stormwater management for the site were based on the meeting between Fyfe and
Council engineers on 17 January 2019, and the Council Stormwater Management Design Guide 2017. These
are listed below:


Outflow rates from the site after the development (post-development scenario) shall not exceed the predevelopment conditions. The flow rates shall be restricted to both 0.2 Exceedances per Year (EY) and 1%
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) storm.



Flood flows are to be controlled to minimise inconvenience to traffic and pedestrian.
 The primary underground drainage network shall convey 0.2 EY flowrate for roads (minor system).
 1% AEP storm is to be managed within safe flood width and depth limitations through the road network
(major system).



In locations where no defined overland flow path exists, the primary underground drainage network shall
convey a 1% AEP flowrate.



Velocity depth product (V x D) for surface flow shall be less than 0.4 m2/s for pedestrians (footpaths and
pedestrian routes) and (V x D) < 0.6 m2/s for vehicles (roadway)



The secondary drainage network comprising overland flow paths in roadways, reserves, open drains and
swales, and in combination with the primary drainage network, shall convey a 1% AEP flowrate.



Implement the principles of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) and stormwater reuse.
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Stormwater quality is to be achieved through the use of WSUD principles to meet Council and EPA water
quality targets and minimise the impacts of erosion and sedimentation on the environment. Council’s water
quality target are:




80% reduction in total suspended solids (TSS)
60% reduction in total nitrogen (TN)
45% reduction in total phosphorus (TP)



90% reduction in gross pollutants

Ensure that the proposed development will not impact adversely on the surrounding environment and
existing residences during and after construction.
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2.

STORMWATER DRAINAGE MODELLING

The aim of the stormwater drainage modelling is to determine the pre-development flow rates, postdevelopment flow rates and the preliminary storage volume required to manage and restrict the post
development flows to the pre-development conditions. The pre-development scenario was performed using
the initial loss/ continuing loss model while the post-development scenario utilised the ILSAX type
hydrological model in the DRAINS program. The model simulated three sub-catchment flows and routed
through a hypothetical pipe and channel system. The simulations were set to allow for a better
understanding of the catchment’s behaviour and seeking opportunities for land optimisation.

2.1

Data Source

The data sources used to undertake the hydrological assessment are as follows:







Aerial photography of the site
Cadastral map
Survey information
The Bureau of Meteorology website
Australian Rainfall Runoff 2016
Australian Rainfall Runoff (ARR) Data Hub.

2.2

Rainfall Data

2.2.1

Design rainfall

The Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) 2016 rainfall Intensity Frequency Duration (IFD) system is used to
estimate the rainfall data. The latest rainfall depths to be used in design and analysis procedures were
obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology website (www.bom.gov.au/water/designRainfalls/revisedifd/?year=2016) and temporal patterns were obtained from the ARR Data Hub. Rainfall IFD data plays an
integral part in the design and assessment of hydraulic structures and the Bureau provides this as part of ARR
2016.
IFD data was prepared for Aldinga utilising the tool provided by the Bureau of Meteorology for the
preparation of ARR 2016 design rainfalls.
The following rainfall events were considered for the stormwater drainage modelling and assessments of the
study area:
 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) event, also commonly referred to as the 100 year Average
Recurrence Interval (ARI) event. The rainfall event has a 1% probability of occurring or being exceeded within
any given year;
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 10% AEP, also commonly referred to as the 9.49 years ARI event;
 0.2 Exceedances per Year (EY), also commonly referred as the 5 years ARI event.
ARR 2016 nominates up to 10 rainfall patterns for a given AEP event/duration. Storm duration ranging from 5
minutes to 72 hours, each with an ensemble of 10 different rainfall temporal patterns, have been assessed
using DRAINS. The peak flows and associated drain sizing correspond to the median storm from the critical
rainfall ensemble.
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3.

PRE-DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

The pre-development scenario is modelled using the initial loss/continuing loss model and the postdevelopment scenario is modelled in the ILSAX type hydrological model in DRAINS program. The aim of the
pre-development hydrological analysis is to determine the 0.2 EY and 1% AEP pre-development flow rates
generated from the site. As per the Council requirement, it is proposed to restrict the post-development flow
rates to 0.2 EY and 1% AEP pre-development conditions.

3.1

DRAINS Modelling

Initial loss (IL) and continuing loss (CL) model in DRAINS was used to model the pre-development scenario.
The initial and continuing loss model in DRAINS uses effective impervious area (EIA) rather than directly
connected paved area. EIA is made up of part of the directly connected impervious area and some of the
indirectly connected impervious area.
The design rainfall procedures as outlined in ARR recommend using IL and CL model. The IL and CL values
selected for pre-development scenario are based on literature from ARR 2016, Book 5, Chapter 3 (Section
3.5.3).





Effective Impervious Area (EIA) Initial Loss
Effective Impervious Area (EIA) Continuing Loss
Remaining area Initial Loss
Remaining area Continuing Loss

3.1.1

1mm
0
30 mm/hr
4 mm/hr

: (ARR Section 3.5.3.1.2)
: (ARR Section 3.5.3.1.2)
: (ARR Figure 3.18)
: (ARR Section 3.5.3.2.2)

Overland flow travel time

Kinematic wave equation is used to calculate the sheet flow travel time for flow length of 200 metre
(maximum) as recommended by QUDM for 0-1% bushland or grassland. It is assumed that the flow will be
concentrated after this point and will no longer be a sheet flow. The remaining distance of assumed
concentrated overland flow from the end of the adopted sheet flow to the downstream end is calculated
using Figure 4.8 of QUDM (Flow travel time in pipes and channel). The obtained flow travel time from the
chart was multiplied by 3, as recommended by QUDM for natural channel. Sheet flow travel time is shorter
for the northern side triangular portion of the site because of the site gradient.
The Manning’s n-value (retarding coefficient) selected for the existing condition is 0.17. The site is a
cultivated soils and is assumed that the residue is greater than 20% (soil covered by crop residue after field
operations).
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3.2

Pre-development Flow Rates

The subject site is taken as one main catchment (A1) based on the discharge location. Refer Drawing 65269-11-CV-SK01 in Appendix A for pre-development catchment. The pre-development flow rates generated by the
site are tabulated in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

Pre-development flow rates for 0.2 EY and 1% AEP events

Pre-development flow rate (m3/s)
Sub-catchment

A1

Discharge location

South-western corner of the site
(How Road basin)

65269 (REVISION E) 21/10/2020
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4.

POST-DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

The post-development scenario was modelled in the ILSAX type hydrological model in DRAINS program. The
aim of the modelling was to determine the storage volume required to manage and restrict the postdevelopment flow rates to the pre-development conditions as stipulated by Council.

4.1

Sub-catchment Areas

The proposed development has been divided into two sub-catchments based on the topography of the site
and the discharge location. The catchment to the south of the future school site will drain into the existing
How Road stormwater basin through the stormwater system consisting of a series of basins.
If the land (excluding the school site) was used exclusively for residential purposes, it is estimated that this
would result in a potential yield of 1,395 new dwellings, assuming housing densities in the order of 33
dwellings per hectare.
Refer Drawing 65269-1-CV-SK02 in Appendix A for post-development catchment plan.
The impervious and pervious area percentage for the ILSAX hydraulic modelling is based on the following
assumptions:

4.1.1

Development Site

As per the Council requirement, for the post-development modelling, the impervious area and pervious area
for the development (excluding open space, railway corridor, existing road widening) are:



Minimum Residential impervious area
=
75%
Pervious area
=
25%
(No supplementary area considered as per Council requirement)

4.1.2

Open Space

Open space contribution is assumed to be minimum 12.5% of the site. It is assumed that 20% of the open
space including stormwater management area will be impervious.

4.1.3

Road Widenings

Main South Road, Aldinga Beach Road and How Road need to be widened. Main South Road needs to be
widened by 30 metres in accordance with the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructures
requirements, and Aldinga Beach Road and How road by 13.5 metres and 5 metres respectively.

65269 (REVISION E) 21/10/2020
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4.1.4

Catchments contributing to the internal drainage system

The 2 sub-catchments are sub-divided based on the land use as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. The detailed
breakdown of the sub-catchments is attached in Appendix B. The summary of the contributing sub-catchment
areas and impervious percentages are tabulated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

Sub-catchment areas and impervious area

Sub-catchments

Contributing
catchment area
(Ha)

Weighted impervious area
percentage (Ha)

P1

38.71

72%

How Road basin

P2

23.29

72%

How Road basin

4.2

DRAINS Parameters

4.2.1

Depression Storage

Discharge location

Depression storage is typically used to account for the initial loss in depth of rainfall that is assumed to be
retained in depression on a catchment surface and is subject to evaporation. In the ILSAX hydrological model,
this loss is subtracted after continuing infiltration losses because it is assumed to occur after infiltration. All
remaining rainfall is considered to runoff.
The depression storages considered for the project are as follows:





Paved (impervious) area depression storage
Supplementary area depression storage
Grassed (pervious) area depression storage
Grassed (pervious) area depression storage – reserves

4.2.2

=
=
=
=

1mm
1mm
5mm
10 mm

Antecedent moisture content (AMC)

The AMC is used in loss calculations by the ILSAX type hydrology model, specifying the wetness or dryness of
soils in a catchment at the start of a storm. The AMC is determined based on the expected rainfall in the 5
days prior to a storm. AMC of 2.5 was used in the model, as recommended by Council.

65269 (REVISION E) 21/10/2020
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5.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Stormwater drainage system of the site shall be constructed according to the Council stormwater drainage
guidelines and the EPA water quality requirement. The drainage system of the site is proposed to consist of a
combination of minor drainage system (0.2 EY) and the major drainage system (1% AEP). The gap flow rate
between the major and the minor system is accommodated safely within the road reserve and overland flow
paths. No overflows and upwelling from pits are permitted for minor event. All low points on the road surface
shall be designed for a 1% AEP flow rates.
Council has stipulated the outflow rates from the site after the development (post-development scenario)
shall not exceed the pre-development conditions.



Options to manage the post-development flows includes: Series of small cascading/detention basins and
open swales;
Combination of WSUD (Water Sensitive Urban Design) and rainwater tanks and



Large detention basins.

5.1

Stormwater Management System

On-site detention system is one option of managing and restricting the post development flows to the predevelopment conditions. The depth for the detention system will be governed by the existing drainage outlet
invert levels and new inlet pipes. The present study has simulated detention requirements as , the
approximate surface area required for the basin. It was assumed that the detention basin will be a maximum
1.5m deep with 1(V):5(H) side batter. It is important to highlight that the volume required to be detained can
be managed in different ways depending on residential layout and open space availability.

5.1.1

Basin Seepage

Hydraulic conductivity adopted in DRAINS modelling of basins assumed the native soil of heavy clay. Heavy
clay soils show hydraulic conductivity values in the range 1 x 10-8 to 1 x 10-6m/s.
For the detention basin in this study, a hydraulic conductivity of 3.5 x 10-7m/s has been adopted.

5.1.2

Storage Volume

The required storage capacities for the sub-catchment to restrict the post-development flow rates to the predevelopment conditions are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1

Detention basin volumes

Sub-catchment

65269 (REVISION E) 21/10/2020
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Sub-catchment
P1 and P2

Location

Required detention
volume (m3)

North-eastern side of the intersection
between How Road and Aldinga Beach Road

26,000

The peak flow reductions are provided in Table 5.2
Table 5.2

Peak flow reductions

Sub-catchment

P1 and P2

Pre-development flow rate

Post-development flow rate

0.2EY (m3/s)

1% AEP (m3/s)

0.2EY (m3/s)

1% AEP (m3/s)

0.400

2.79

0.308

2.604

The stormwater management system will discharge via underground pipes/orifices and weir/spillway.
However, for the minor event, the system shall not discharge on the surface via weir/spillway. A series of
orifices will be required at the outlets for the basins to restrict the flow rates for both minor and major
events.

5.2

Series of Small Cascading/Detention Basins and open swales

The preferred stormwater management is through a series of small cascading/detention basins integrated
with the design and accessibility of the open space network, rather than one single larger area. Smaller basins
have not been located and sized as part of this scope of works as there is currently no detailed layout plan.
However, the results from the post-development simulation showed that the volume required can be
distributed into small basins to achieve landscape amenity and detention efficiency. It is anticipated that
smaller basins could be designed during the land division phase where such basins compliment the
development outcome being sought. Such an outcome would reduce the size of the larger basins shown in
this plan.

5.3

Combination of WSUD and Rainwater tanks

On-site detention can be achieved at allotment scale to decrease runoff volumes. The residential design could
integrate WSUD measures such as infiltration devices (e.g. rain gardens, dry ponds, infiltration trenches etc)
and rainwater tanks for first flush use. Although WSUD is generally designed to cater for minor to medium
events, these devices aid in the reduction of area needed for detention purposes during major storm events
due to the ability to detain the amount of initial rainfall that otherwise would be discharged directly into the
underground system.

65269 (REVISION E) 21/10/2020
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6.

STORMWATER RUNOFF QUALITY MANAGEMENT

The application of water sensitive urban design (WSUD) principles comprises an approach to urban planning
and design that provides sustainable solutions for integrating land development and the natural water cycle.
In its broadest context, WSUD includes all aspects of integrated urban water cycle management such as the
harvesting and/or treatment of stormwater and wastewater treatment and re-use with the view of
minimising the dependency of the community on mains water. In many cases WSUD stormwater measures
can enhance a landscape while providing treatment and flood conveyance. The intent is to reduce flow rates,
provide filtration and provide sedimentation of stormwater that will prevent the majority of stormwater
pollutants from leaving the study area.
The stormwater management systems shall minimise the discharge of sediments, suspended solids, organic
matter, nutrients, bacteria, litter and other contaminants to the stormwater system. This can be achieved
through demonstrating how particular water quality requirements will be achieved.
It is a Council requirement that outflows from new developments has a pollution load reduction as outlined in
Section 1.6.
These water quality improvements can be achieved through the application of WSUD concepts in conjunction
with more conventional stormwater management strategy such as temporary storage detention basins,
swales, bio-retention systems, raingardens, vegetative buffer strips, gross pollutant traps etc.
The installation of rainwater tanks for all newly built houses is mandatory in South Australia. Runoff
generated from the roof area of each dwelling will be harvested and stored in rainwater tanks for nonpotable uses such as toilet flushing. The use of rainwater tanks will help in reducing the stormwater
pollutants and reduce the mains water demand.
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APPENDIX B
CATCHMENT BRAKDOWN AND WEIGHTED IMPERVIOUS AREA

Catchment P1
Assumed Impervious %
Total area
39.06
Main South Road widening
2.78
Aldinga Beach Road widening
0.36
Sub-catchment draining into internal drainage system
Remining site area
35.92
Open sapce (12.5% of total site area)
4.49
Road land (20% of total site area)
7.18
Land division area
24.25
Total catchment

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

20%
95%
75%

35.92 ha
72%

Weighted impervious area for catchment P1

Catchment P2
Assumed Impervious %
Total area
32.26
Private school expansion
3
How Road widening
0.36
Sub-catchment draining into internal drainage system
Remining site area
28.9
Open sapce (12.5% of total site area)
3.61
Road land (20% of total site area)
5.78
Land division area
19.51
Total catchment

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

20%
95%
75%

28.90 ha

Weighted impervious area for catchment P2

72%

Catchment Future School
Assumed Impervious %
Total area
Development site area

6.33 ha
6.33 ha

Total catchment

6.33 ha

Weighted impervious area for catchment P3

100%

100%

